#AfiniaTeam

9 years of
experience
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Made
in Poland

10 000 satisfied
customers
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Take care of
your health
„I recommend the AFINIA NDC 1000 dust
collector as an appliance significantly reducing
exposure to inhaled dust generated during nail
styling while preventing the development of
diseases associated with this exposure.”
Doctor Marta Pilaczyńska-Cemel
internal medicine specialist,
pulmonary disease specialist

#ZeroDust
#AfiniaWeCare
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What distinguishes
the Afinia Dust Collectors?
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New!

Dust Collector
AFINIA NDC Mobile
High quality professional
portable dust collector
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→

Appliance dimensions:
- 360 x 302 x 92 mm ( L x W x H)

→

Weight: 2.3 kg

→

Dust extraction capacity: 230 m³/h

→

Power: 50W

→

Guarantee period 2 years

→

Up to 59 dB

Dust Collector
AFINIA NDC 1000
Replaceable
polyester/carbon
filters

High-quality professional
Nail Dust Collector
→

Appliance dimensions:
- 700 x 335 x 95 mm (L x W x H)

→

Weight: 3.4 kg

→

Dust extraction capacity: 270 m3/h

→

Power consumption: 100 W

→

Mains voltage: 230 V

→

Volume: 35 to 69 dB

→

Guarantee period: 2 years

→

Adapted for the Dust Collector Afinia NDC 1000,
cartridge dimensions:
- 225 x 170 x 33 mm (L x W x H)

→

Adapted for the Dust Collector Afinia Mobile,
cartridge dimensions of case:
- 225 x 170 x 33 mm (L x W x H)

Filters keep out harmful dust and also ensure
effective and improved absorption of unpleasant
odours during operation.
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New!

Dust Collector
AFINIA NDC 2000
The most powerful professional
dust collector with exceptional
absorption power
→

New honeycomb grille design

→

Unit dimensions: 524 x 347 x 124 mm; Grille
diameter: 169 mm

→

Weight of the unit: 4 kg

→

Dust absorption capacity: 300 m³/h

→

Warranty period: 2 years

*
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Universal white - manicure
tables and reception counters
A range of desks of different sizes, designed with attention
to every detail. You will find models with single and
double workstations, characterized by high ergonomics
and a number of solutions recommended by nail stylists.
We guarantee a fast turnaround time - most models are
available „immediately”.

Colour and style
Diversity is important - Afinia follows the changing trends
in beauty salon design: we also offer desks which will
perfectly fit into loft type, retro, glamour or 60s interiors.

Functional and modern solutions
Silently closing doors, self-closing drawers, electrical
cables hidden inside, height adjustment of the worktop and
even an exchangeable worktop are just some of the many
important advantages that are hidden in Afinia furniture.

Detailed offer and presentation
of the collection at
www.eafinia.com

www
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New!

Cosmetic Table
AFINIA PRESTIGE
Replaceable
table top
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The efficiency of the Afinia Dust Collector is mainly due to its power of dust suction.
In the latest desk model we have solved the issue of air extraction, which flows away
forcefully after the dust has been trapped in the filter. Special air ducts minimise
the effect of the „wind” appearing and lead the air outside the desk. We also have
a special solution: an exchangeable top - whenever you feel that your desk surface
has worn out and you would like it to shine again.

→

Made from high-gloss lacquered MDF

→

HPL-coated tabletop surface

→

Interchangeable top (possibility of simple
replacement of the top with a new one)

→

Ducts for extracting air from the collector
to the outside of the cosmetics counter

→

Maximum silencing of the dust collector

→

Cosmetic table available in dimensions:
- 125 x 55 x 75 cm (L x W x H)

→

Left-hand cabinet: 3 drawers,

→

right-hand cabinet: 3 drawers

→

Self-closing drawers

Modern, minimalist, and austere loft style, or rattan furniture and a jungle of green
plants? In such interiors wood works. If you are planning a renovation of your living
room and a white desk is not for you - we have introduced the Afinia Loft Cosmetic
Table. The tabletop resembles wood but is exceptionally durable and resistant to
spilled varnish or dishwasher. Strong, sturdy black legs give it character.

→

Table designed by Natalia Larina

→

Worktop made of decorative laminate HPL
woodgrain

→

Cosmetic table available in dimensions:
- 116 x 60 x 75 cm (L x W x H)

→

Shape of the tabletop: straight

→

Additional equipment included in the price:
- Dust Collector Afinia NDC 1000

→

Table for simple self-assembly

Wood
effect

→

Worktop made of decorative laminate HPL
woodgrain

→

Cosmetic table available in dimensions:
- 200 x 60 x 75 cm (L x W x H)

→

Shape of the tabletop: straight

→

Additional equipment included in the price:
2 x Dust Collector Afinia NDC 1000

→

Table for simple self-assembly
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Adapted for installation of Dust Collector Afinia
NDC 1000 or Dust Collector Afinia NDC 2000
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Adapted for installation of Dust Collector Afinia
NDC 1000 or Dust Collector Afinia NDC 2000

Attention
to details
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Hand
rest

- Dust Collector Afinia NDC 1000

- 135 x 55 x 75 cm (L x W x H)

Cosmetic Table
AFINIA BASIC
Simple and universal design, equipped with ample storage space in the form of 4 drawers
and cabinets and practical shelves! In addition, there is a power cord and a cable duct.
A fully functional workstation is the basis of a stylist’s work - everything has to be perfect.

→
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Use: beauty desk, manicure table
with collector

→

Made of MDF board, matt lacquered

→

HPL-coated tabletop surface

→

Cosmetic table available in dimensions:
- 116 x 50 x 75 cm (L x W x H)
- 130 x 50 x 75 cm (L x W x H)

→

Equipped with self-closing drawers

→

Additional equipment included in the price:
- Dust Collector Afinia NDC 1000
- 4 electrical sockets

→

The cable from the main power supply is on
the left when looking from the Stylist’s side

Height
-adjustable

- Dust Collector Afinia NDC 1000
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- Dust Collector Afinia NDC 2000

- Dust Collector Afinia NDC 2000
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→

Made from high-gloss lacquered MDF

→

HPL-coated tabletop surface

→

Tabletop made of high-gloss lacquered MDF

→

Cosmetic table available in dimensions:
- 135 x 55 x 76 cm (L x W x H)

→

Shape of the tabletop: straight

→

Left-hand side cabinet:
- 4 drawers with a self-closing mechanism

→

Right-hand side cabinet:
- 3 drawers with self-closing mechanism

→

Additional equipment included in the price:
- Dust Collector Afinia NDC 1000
Dust Collector Afinia or NDC 2000
- 4 electrical sockets

→

Electricity supply cable emerging from
the right-hand cabinet

„Definitely minimalism! I have only been
working with an Afinia collector for a week
and I am 100% satisfied with it! I recommend
it to everyone!”
@Laura_jumpinglas

„I’m very impressed with the design of the
lamp, I’ve been in the profession for a few
years and would never have thought that
incorporating a date watch into the lamp
would be a hit!”
@Joanna

„Table with collector obviously love at first
sight and there is no life without it!”
@Aleksandra
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Be PRO!
We supply a range of accessories useful in the work of nail
stylists. Their quality and comfort of use are confirmed by
recognised manicurists. It is with them that we designed some
products of this line. They are waiting for you!

1
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Full offer in the e-shop at
www.eafinia.com
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Clamp
fixing
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AFINIA PRICELIST
Retail
price

Retail
price
429 €

Afinia Basic 116 HPL

1 139 €

Polyester Filter Cartridge NDC 1000

15 €

Afinia Basic 130 HPL

1 369 €

Carbon Filter Cartridge NDC 1000

18 €

Afinia Basic 116 Conglomerate

1 359 €

245 €

Afinia Basic 130 Conglomerate

1 589 €

Dust Collector Afinia Mobile
Polyester Filter Cartridge (mobile)

11 €

Afinia Prestige

1 499 €

Carbon Filter Cartridge (mobile)

15 €

Afinia SK02 Partly Bodied 116

1 369 €

Dust Collector Afinia NDC 2000

489 €

Afinia SK02 Partly Bodied 135

1 489 €

Polyester Filter Cartridge NDC 2000

10 €

Afinia SK02 Partly Bodied 150

1 599 €

Carbon Filter Cartridge NDC 2000

13 €

Afinia SK03 Full Bodied 116

1 489 €

Afinia SK03 Full Bodied 135

1 589 €

Afinia SK03 Full Bodied 150

1 599 €

Nail Milling Machine Marathon 3 Champion

175 €

TABLES

DEVICES & ACCESSORIES

Dust Collector Afinia NDC 1000

Afinia Light Table Lamp

69 €

Afinia Flexi Table Lamp

89 €

Afinia SK06 150

1 829 €

Hands Rest Pad Mobile - P11

36 €

Afinia SK05 Unbodied 140

1 489 €

Hands Rest Pad for assembly 33 cm

55 €

Afinia Royal

1 729 €

Hands Rest Pad for assembly 40 cm

59 €

Afinia Retro 135

1 729 €

Ventilation Grid Standard

29 €

Afinia Loft 1

990 €

Ventilation Grid Design

29 €

Afinia Loft 2

1 390 €

Afinia Glass Mobile - Protective Screen

79 €

Afinia Art Deco

Afinia Partition Glass
Afinia Hand Massage Candle

109 €
19 €

779 €

Afinia SK07 with two work stations

2 390 €

Afinia Mobile

2 390 €
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dust collectors

Afinia

Drużbickiego 13, 61-693 Poznań, Poland
info@eafinia.com
+48 664 992 100
eafinia.com

afiniainternational

afinia_international

